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Wren  Feathers 
The Japanese Dollhouse: Week 1 

As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this 
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d 
appreciate credit for the pattern design.  These instructions assume you are an adult with knowledge of how to use 
woodworking tools and materials safely.  If that’s not the case, please find someone to help you! 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    

 
 

 
This is what we’ll be doing this week 
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Scale 
I chose to build this in the standard dollhouse scale of 1:12, which translates to the real world as 1”-1’.  Its occupant is a 
1:12 scale Azone doll, but it also fits the very popular mini AGs and 6” Our Generation/Lori dolls.  Below is a chart for 
conversion to other scales.  Note that 1:16, 1:12, and 1:6 will be easiest if you are purchasing (rather than making) 
accessories.   
 
Which size should you choose? 
If you want super authentic Rumer Godden dolls, search ebay for a 5-6” Gofun doll and put her in the 1:12 house.  Most 
of these are delicate vintage items, more for display than play, but some are surprisingly affordable ($10 or so) 
If I were doing this for a child, I’d make the 1:16 and either make some little Waldorf dolls (Use this pattern at 75% -
https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/2013/07/12/make-a-waldorf-doll-for-your-doll/ ) or purchase some Sylvanian/Calico 
Critters to live in it.  They are adorable, appealing to both girls and boys, and have the advantage of lots of other 
reasonably priced accessories that could be hard to make like bikes, etc.  
 
If your child has Barbies or you are an adult collector who likes making things and sewing, choose the 1:6 scale.  You can 
accessorize it with Rement or Orcara miniatures and fill it with a vast variety of dolls, most of whom have lots of sewing 
patterns available.  (Ten Ping, Momoko or Azone 1:6 would be my top choices) 
 
If you have a ton of space you can do this for bigger dolls in wood, but I have some other suggestions.    Use heavy or a 
double layer of corrugated cardboard (like appliances come in) or purchase foam core from an art supply store.  Use 
sticky-back Velcro to form tabs at the sides and hold it together so the whole thing can come apart and be stored flat - 
maybe against a wall behind other furniture or under a bed. 

To convert this dollhouse to another size 
Scale Doll Height Examples of dolls to live in it Copy at: 

1:24 2-3” Playmobil 50% 
1:16 3-4”  Sylvanian, Calico Critters, little Blythe/Pullip 75% 

1:12 5-6”  Hitty, mini AG, 
standard dollhouse dolls, tiny BJDs 

(no change 
needed) 

1:8 7-8” Ginny, Lottie, Tiny Betsy 150% 
1:6 9-11”  Blythe, Momoko, Pullip, Barbie, Ten Ping,  200% 

1:4 12-15” Paola Reina, H4H, Cheries,   300% 
1:3 16-18” AG, Kidz, Magic Attic,  400% 

 
The easy math to convert to any other scale:  Take (the last number in your scale)x=12 

So, for example, 1:6 scale 
6 is the last number, 6x=12 

12/6=2 (200%) 
An easier way to think of it is just to divide 12 by the last number in your scale 

 
The sizing is somewhat more flexible than a regular dollhouse, due to the limited furniture.   

https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/2013/07/12/make-a-waldorf-doll-for-your-doll/�
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Converting to and from other dollhouse scales 

This chart will help you convert other scales of dollhouses/furniture patterns to the scale you want. 
 

To use this chart:  Find the scale you have at the top and the scale you want at the left.  The column where they meet is 
the percentage to reduce/enlarge your patterns.   The grayed out ones are given for your information, but may not be 

practical, since changing the original that much could be difficult or distort it. 
Just as you take seam allowances into account when scaling sewing patterns, make sure to be aware of wood 

thicknesses and adjust those as necessary. 

 1:24 1:16 1:12 1:10 1:6 1:4 1:3 
1:24 - 66 50 42 25 16 13 
1:16 150 - 75 63 38 25 19 
1:12 200 133 - 83 50 33 25 
1:10 240 160 120 - 60 40 30 
1:6 300 266 200 167 - 66 50 
1:4 600 400 300 250 150 - 75 
1:3 800 533 400 333 200 133 - 
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The next page shows the cutting plan to make  
two rooms as laid out on a 24”x48” piece of ¼” MDF.   

My apologies if you live in the metric world!  
 

You will probably need some sort of power tools like a table saw to make perfectly straight cuts for the walls and floors.  
If you don’t have your own, find a friend or neighbor to help.  The main pieces are easy, straight cuts and should be able 
to be cut in a short time by someone who knows their way around a table saw.  The doors and windows can be cut with 
either power or hand tools and refined by sanding if necessary.  An easier option is to omit the openings and just glue 

non-functional doors in place where you want them. 
 

Important notes about the cutting plan:   

• There are two rooms here.  One is the tatami room (TR) and one is labeled fire 
room (FR). 

• The gray boxes on the cutting plan are allowances for the wood to overlap, so if 
you are reducing/enlarging this or using wood that’s a different thickness, adjust 
the gray boxes as needed. 

• The tatami room has markings on it for the tokonoma and tatami mats.  Ignore 
them when cutting – it’s just a 12”x12” square 

• In addition to the MDF you will need a 12”x3” piece of “nice” wood (with a grain) 
for the tokonoma floor and assorted small pieces of basswood/balsa for next 
week.  You can buy mixed bags of wood at the craft store that are perfect. 
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Step one:  cut your wood 

 

 

 

If you’re altering door/window sizes, note the small circular window should be placed at 
about eye-height for a kneeling doll 

 
 

It’s mine 
but I can 

share! 

Too small for 
us, though! 
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Step two:  cut under floor supports. 

 I used 3/8” square basswood, but had I thought things through better, I’d have probably cut all the supports 
out of MDF.   

Use a miter box for straight cuts. 

 

 
Step three:  glue walls to floors 

 
These photos show how different dolls fit into this space.  It could work for Ginny and possibly Betsy, but is a bit too 

small for Ten Ping. 
(L-R: Ginny, tiny Betsy, Ten Ping…Dal, custom 21cm Obitsu body with little Pullip head) 

  

It’s mine 
but I can 

share! 

Too small for 
us, though! 
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Step four:  paint interior and exterior 
 

 

 
 

Use 2 coats of acrylic paint 
The shade of green I used is the traditional color for the tokonoma – mix equal parts green and antique white 

 
Step five:  Tokonoma and Ebizuka (see notes) 

 
Cut a floor out of nice wood (cedar used here) about 3”x12” (or size to fit your room) and varnish. 

Cut a wall 2” wide and tall enough to reach the ceiling, and find a stick outside with interesting shape.  Sand the stick 
roughly flat on the back and stain.  
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Glue wall in center of wooden floor with stick glued in front of it. 

 
Note that usually there are additional wall panels at the top to the left and right of the narrow wall you just built.  I left 
them out for lighting purposes, since they cast a shadow if light was coming from the back.   
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Step five:  wood floor and fireplace 

 
The “fire room” floor should be wood.  I don’t know if this room actually has a specific name or not, but it has a built-in 
fireplace in the center of the room.  A chain or brace of some sort is arranged above the fireplace to hold a tea kettle 

You can get wooden or bamboo placemats and cut them to fit or buy actual dollhouse flooring.  
 

The size of the fire place on my floor plans was ¼ of half a tatami.   
At this scale, that means the inner square should be 1.5”  Use ¼”-3/8” scraps of basswood and miter the corners.   

If you don’t want to glue it to the floor, glue it to cardboard or a thin piece of wood 
 

 
Coming next week:  Doors, windows, shelves, tatami 

 


